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FEATURED PLANTS:

Koelreuteria Paniculata

Hydrangea Vanilla Strawberry™
Numbers were limited last
year for this very popular tree
form; however, we are excited
to announce, this show stopper
is now in full production.
A Bailey Nursery’s First
Editions® boasting beautiful
blooms that begin vanillawhite, change to perfect pink
and mature a stunning strawberry-red. The striking
red color lasts for three to four weeks; which is longer
than most hydrangeas of this variety. This allows new
blooms to create a dramatic multi-colored show that
continues through the summer and into the early fall.

Goldenrain trees are coldhardy, tolerant of urban
conditions, drought, and
adapt to a wide range of soils.
Grown in air root pruning
containers these excellent
shade trees transplant easily.
Goldenrain trees are not
only durable, but lovely
throughout the seasons.
Brilliant yellow flowers appear
in spring and last well into the
summer. After the flowers fade, beautiful clusters of lanternshaped seed pods transition from pink to yellow; and in the
fall, the bright green leaves become bright yellow, sometimes
orange-yellow. A beautiful tree with much to offer.

(Golden Rain Tree)

Can you dig it?

We are always looking for ways to make our processes more efficient and cost effective.
Field harvesting is typically a labor intensive fight against the elements and a delicate
race against the clock. In preparation for this year’s harvest we have added another H7
Bare Root Tree Digger from GK Machines, Inc. The H7 puts out just over 440 lbs. of
torque at 1,500 RPM. The variable speed oscillating shaker arm efficiently removes soil
and debris from the root structure. This addition to our fleet will allow us to maintain
a constant work flow, as well as, reduce the number of employees in each crew. When
mother nature rains down and turns the soil to sludge, we are prepared to have your
trees for you when you need them.

Sharp Shooters

A very successful bow hunting season this year for Rick Robinson and his son, Josh Robinson.
“We hunt in Eastern Oregon, where the elk are in rut in September.” Rick explained, “A
few cow elk calls and we had bulls come into shooting range.”
This was a particularly exciting hunt for Josh, it being his first
archery bull. “So grateful to get this beast alongside
my dad. God is good!” said Josh. Great job guys!
That is called:
“Grocery shopping, like a man.”

